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Outline 

•  Rule-based programming: Logic Prog./Prolog 
•  The Japanese Fifth Generation Project  

-- Parallelism + AI  via Logic Programming (LP) 
-- Why the Fifth Gen. Project failed 

•  Advances in Logic Programming 
-- Constraints      -- Det. coroutining     -- Tabled LP  
-- Coinductive LP     -- Non monotonic reasoning 

•  Why is it time to revive the 5th gen. project 



•  A paradigm of programming based on a subset
 of first order logic; Origins in: 

1.  Automated theorem proving 
2.  Natural language processing  

•  Applications in: 
 AI and reasoning 
 Databases and semantic web 
 Software verification 
 Language processing 
  etc. 



•  A logic program is a collection of rules: 
  Facts or unconditional truths 

     father(john, jim).  
  Rules or conditional truths 

     grandparent(X, Y) :- parent(X, Z), parent(Z, Y). 
  Queries 

      ?- grandparent(john, A). 

•  Rules/Facts/Queries contain predicates:  
     e.g., grandparent(X, Y) and father(jim, john) 

•  Predicates have arguments, called terms: 
      e.g., p(t1, t2, …, tn) 

•  Terms are:               variables:  X and Y 
          constants: jim and john 
          structs:  g(t1, t2, …, tn)   [to represent lists/trees] 



Features of Logic Programming 
•  Logic programming == relational prog. 

  -- Programs are “reversible” ; inverse function implicitly defined 
  -- ? parent(jim, X).             inverse: ? parent(Y, john). 

•  Non-determinism & backtracking 
  Predicates may be defined through multiple rules  
  These multiple rules tried via backtracking (generate & test) 

•  Single assignment language:  
  -- order of execution does not matter 
  -- programs can be executed in parallel 

•  Complex applications programmed succinctly and elegantly  
  Code size much smaller  
  Code easier to debug and maintain 
  Difference between success and failure of a project 

•  Many problems still remained 



An Example: N-queens 
 queens(N, Qs) :-  range(1, N, Ns),  queens(Ns, [], Qs). 

 queens(UnplacedQs, SafeQs, Qs) :- 
   select(Q, UnplacedQs, UnplacedQs1),  
        not  attack(Q, SafeQs), 
  queens(UnplacedQs1, [Q|SafeQs], Qs). 
 queens([], Qs, Qs). 

 select(X, [X|Xs], Xs). 
 select(X, [Y|Ys], [Y|Zs]) :- select(X, Ys, Zs). 

 attack(X, Xs) :-  attack(X, 1, Xs). 
 attack(X, N, [Y|Ys]) :-  X is Y + N ; X is Y - N. 
 attack(X, N, [Y|Ys]) :-  N1 is N + 1,  attack(X, N1, Ys). 

 range(M, N, [M|Ns]) :- M < N, M1 is M + 1, range(M1, N, Ns). 
 range(N, N, [N]). 

generate 
test 

[ 1,     3,       5,       2,     4 ] 



   Input                         Output         
(scanned Braille document)                         (pdf via latex) 

The TransBraille System 



The Fifth Generation Project 

•  LP was invented in early 70s, and by early 80s it was a
 reasonably popular paradigm 

•  Programs could be executed in parallel (single assignment) 
•  Work on parallel LP began as soon as LP was invented: 

 Pollard (Kowalski’s student) did first thesis in 1981. 
•  Interest increased with the Japanese 5th Gen. Project:  

  Goal of the FGCS project: to build “fast, intelligent computers” 
  Speed to come from parallel processing 
  Intelligence via AI; realized through LP 

•  Soon Parallel LP became synonymous with the FGCS
 project. 



Types of Parallelism 
•  Or-parallelism: multiple matching rules explored in parallel 
              select(X, [X|Xs], Xs). 

        select(X, [Y|Ys], [Y|Zs]) :- select(X, Ys, Zs). 
    Query: ? select(A, [10, 20, 30], B) 

                        A = 10, B = [20, 30];   
             A = 20, B = [10, 30];  
   A = 30, B = [10, 20] 

•  Independent And Parallelism: goals that do not share
 bindings are executed in parallel (equiv. to executing 2
 iterations in parallel) 

•  Dependent And Parallelism: goals that share bindings
 explored in parallel preserving dependencies.  

qsort([ ], [ ]). 
qsort([ P | T ], L) :-  partition(T, P, A, B), 

                     qsort(A, L1), qsort(B, L2), 
                 append(L1, [P|L2], L). 



The Fifth Generation Project 

•  Sponsor:  Japanese Ministry of Trade and Industry (MITI) 
•  Goal: leapfrog from follower to leader 

  1st gen: vacuum tubes;     2nd gen: transistors 
  3rd gen: ICs;             4th gen: microprocessors 
  5th gen: massive parallelism & intelligent processing 

•  Total investment: $450 Million in 1992 dollars (’82-’92) 
•  Researchers came from industry labs (SONY, NEC, …) 
•  Several Parallel Inference Machines (PIM) were built 
•  Several parallel SW systems were also built: 

  Parallel theorem prover 
  Parallel DBMS 
  Parallel Legal Reasoning system 





The Global FGCS Project 

•  FGCS spurred global interest in LP  (MCC, ECRC) 
•  ECRC produced PEPSys (but, more importantly, produced

 Constraint Logic Programming). 
•  MCC produced &-Prolog and spear-headed important work

 in deductive databases. 
•  Many other groups got into parallel LP: 

  Bristol, Madrid, SICS, Argonne (Giga Lips project) 
•  And important systems were produced: 

  Aurora, Muse, &-Prolog, Andorra-I, DDAS, EAM 
•  Work continued in other groups in the 90s: 

  New Mexico State University 
  U. of Porto/UFRJ 
  Madrid (compile-time analysis) 



Global FGCS (cont’d) 
•  Mistakes that the FGCS made: 

  -- Commitment  to a h/w intensive approach (swept by RISC m/c) 
  -- Implementors dictated the language: 

  Concurrent Prolog to GHC to Flat GHC to KL1 
  -- KL1 was too inexpressive & low-level a language for parallelism 
  -- By late 80s, software impl. of KL1 would beat its hardware impl. 

•  Lessons to learn: 
  -- Do not change the language to ease implementation 
  -- Do not rely on custom hardware 

•  The Japanese were ahead of their times; we did not know
 then how to implement parallel search (or-parallelism)
 efficiently 

            Therefore, the FGCS project ignored or-parallelism. 
•  We now know how to implement or-parallelism efficiently. 



Global FGCS Project’s Assumptions 
•  Exploit parallelism implicitly & from full logic programming. 
•  Stick to Prolog (Warren): By default, the user should see the

 same operational semantics as in a sequential
 implementation. 

•  No slowdown guarantee (Hermenegildo):  High sequential
 efficiency; parallel overhead should be a fixed factor (< 1).  

  Putting just one more processor should produce a speed-up. 
  We are interested in speed, not speed-ups 
  Implies: do not build your own sequential engine; extend existing ones 

•  Simplicity of implementation (Gupta): The parallel impl.
 techniques should be simple; for two reasons: 

  Other people will incorporate them in their system 
  Impl. overhead will be low (easier to guarantee no slowdown) 

•  No distrib. fat: One feature should not affect another’s perf. 



Evolution of Logic Programming 
•  Prolog: The “Fortran” of logic programming 
•  Original Prolog did not live up to its promise 

  Non-logical features: execution order sensitive 
  To easy to fall into infinite loops: 

anc(X, Y) :- anc(X,Z), parent(Z,Y). 
anc(X, Y) :- parent(X,Y). 

  generate & test: clever programming needed 
  Suboptimal order of goal execution 
  Suboptimal order of rule selection while expanding goals 
  Based on theorem proving (monotonic) 



Evolution of LP 

•  Research focus: removing these shortcomings 
  From “generate & test” to  “test & generate”  

  constraint logic programming 
  Better operational semantics and better rule selection: 

   tabled logic programming 
  Better strategies for goal evaluation 

   deterministic coroutining 
  Better handling of negation (non-monotonicity) 

   answer set programming 



Evolution #1: Constraint LP 
•  Generate & test: standard paradigm 
•  Requires savvy programming: 

  As soon as an item is generated (guessed), it should be tested 
  Given a variable, the number of values it takes is finite 

•  Solution: constraint logic programming 
  Exploit the fact that variables range over finite domains 
  Perform constrained generation: test & generate 

  If a test cannot be performed, it suspends 

•  Constraint Logic Programming over finite domains 
  A considerably more declarative paradigm 
  An optimal combination of forward and backward chaining 



A CLP Example: 8-queens 
queens([E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8]) :-  

 [E1, .., E8] in 1..8,  
 safe([E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8]),  
 labeling([ffc],[E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,E8]).  

safe([]).  
safe([F|T]) :- notattack(F,T), safe(T).  

notattack(X,Xs) :- notattack(X,Xs,1).  
notattack(X,[],N).  
notattack(X,[Y|Ys],N) :-  

 X #\= Y, X #\= Y - N,  
 X #\= Y + N, N1 is N + 1,  
 notattack(X,Ys,N1).  

generate 
test 



Evolution #2: Tabled LP 
anc(X, Y) :- anc(X, Z), parent(Z, Y). 

anc(X, Y) :- parent(X, Y).  

?- anc(jim, A). 

anc(jim, Z), parent(Z, A) 

problem here 

jim 

john 

sue 

jane 

parent(jim, A) 
A = john 

solution: anc(jim, john) 

anc(jim, Z’), parent(Z’, Z), parent(Z, A) 



Tabled Logic Programming 
anc(X, Y) :- anc(X, Z), parent(Z, Y). 

anc(X, Y) :- parent(X, Y).  
?- anc(jim, A). 

anc(jim, Z), parent(Z, A) 
suspend 

jim 

john 

sue 

jane 

parent(jim, A) 

Feed solution here  
A = john 

solution: anc(jim, john) 
Z = john 

parent(john, A) 
A = jane 

Solution: anc(jim, jane) 

• Tabled LP: rule selection is dynamic 
• Tabled LP systems are order of magnitude faster than 
          deductive database systems  



Or-parallelism: parallelizing search 

•  Problem with or-parallelism: how to represent multiple
 environment that co-exist 

p(X) :- …….., X = 1, …… 
p(X) :- …….., X = 2, …… 
p(X) :- …….., X = 5, …… 
p(X) :- …….., X = 8, …… 

•  Parallel search has to incur 
 non-constant time overhead 
 to maintain these multiple 
 environments 

•  Problem now considered  
 solved with stack-splitting 

p(X) 

X = 1 
X = 2 

X = 5 

X=8 



Parallel LP Systems  

•  Large number of systems built: 
  Or-parallelism: Aurora (Bristol), Muse (SICS) 
  IAP: &-Prolog (MCC/Madrid), &-ACE (NMSU) 
  DAP: KL1 (ICOT), Parlog (Imperial), DDAS

 (Cambridge) 

•  Challenge: combine all these forms of parallel
 systems into one 
  Attempted by the ACE system 



The ACE System 

•  Exploits all sources of parallelism 
  Or-parallelism, independent and-parallelism, dependent and

-parallelism, data or-parallelism, data and-parallelism +
 coroutining 

•  Engine highly optimized (based on SICStus Prolog
 with many optimizations for parallelism added) 

•  Massive parallelism was not the aim; desktop
 multiprocessors (including multicores) 

•  Shown good performance over a range of
 programs, many of which are thousands of line
 long. 



The ACE System 

•  ACE organizes processors in teams   
•  IAP/DAP exploited within processors in a team 

  Or-parallelism exploited between teams 
•  Parallel overhead: approximately 5%;  
•  Supports full Prolog 
•  Ideal for network of distrib. shared memory mult. 
•  Lessons learned from the ACE project: 

  Parallelism can be exploited from symbolic apps 
  And-parallelism harder to exploit in a scalable manner 
  Or-parallelism easier to exploit in a scalable manner 



The ACE System: Performance 



ACE Performance: Artwork  



ACE Performance: ULTRA  



Scalable Or-parallelism  

•  One reason why the Japanese FGCS project failed was the
 inability to implement or-parallelism efficiently (the first
 thing to be thrown out). 

•  Today the multiple environment representation problem is
 understood well. 

•  We know how to implement or-parallelism including on
 scalable parallel machines 

•  Stack splitting: generalization of stack-copying in which
 alternatives are distributed at the time of stack copying. 

•  Leads to superb performance on all types of parallel m/c.  



Stack-splitting Performance  

•  Parallel overhead: 5-10%; 14 proc. Sun Sparc 



Stack-splitting on Beowulf  



Future LP Systems  
•  LP is a vibrant field: more and more applications are being

 shown to be elegantly solvable by advanced LP systems: 
  Tabled LP for Verification and Semantic Web apps 
  Inductive LP for Machine Learning apps  
  Constraint LP for Optimization/Search problems 
  Answer Set Programming for planning and reasoning problems 
  Coinductive Logic Programming for verification & enhanced negation 

•  These advances have been made independent of each other. 
•  Challenge for the LP community is to combine these

 advances into a single system in which parallelism is also
 exploited. 

•  Such a system will allow highly complex applications to be
 developed with unprecedented ease. 



Need for Simple Impl. Techniques  

•  Problem with declarative languages is that their impl.
 technology is very complex: main reason why multiple
 advances in LP have not been integrated into one. 

•  Challenge for implementors: design techniques that are so
 simple that they can be incorporated in any LP system in a
 few man months of work. 

•  At UT Dallas, we have been working on these techniques:  
  Stack splitting for realizing or-parallelism  
  DRA for realizing tabled LP  
  Co-recursion for realizing ASP  
  Continuation trailing for realizing deterministic coroutining  



Next Generation of LP System 

•  Lot of research in LP resulting in advances: 
  CLP, Tabled LP, Parallelism, det. couritining, ASP, co-LP 

•  However, no “one stop shop” system 
•  Dream: build this “one stop shop” system 

Next Generation 
Prolog System Andorra 

CLP Or-Parallelism 

Tabled LP 

ASP 

Rule selection Goal selection 



Possible Applications  
•  At UT Dallas we are working on building this next

 generation LP system that combines constraints,
 tabled LP, parallelism, ASP, etc. 

•  Significantly complex applications become possible: 
  Semantic web applications realized more easily 
  Model checking of specifications 
  Verification of real-timed systems  
  Complex planning/agent applications possible 
  Bio-informatics applications 

•  In all cases, exploitation of parallelism will result in
 performance that we think will be significantly
 better than that of dedicated systems. 



5th Gen Project: Reissuing the Challenge 

1.  Advances in LP permit highly advanced
 (intelligent) apps: 

2.  Inexpensive multi-cores are becoming
 available, and the research community now
 knows how to efficiently exploit parallelism 

TIME TO REISSUE THE FIFTH
 GENERATION PROJECT CHALLENGE 



Declarative Languages 
•  Rule-based declarative languages can be used to solve

 complex problems  they will eventually prevail. 
•  Similar to debate between Roman numerals and decimal nos.:

 it took 100s of years for decimal numbers to be accepted 
•  IT industry is gradually moving towards declarative langs: 

  APIs: programming with functions 
  Automatic memory management (in Java, then in C#) 
  (more) logical pointers  (i.e., less distinction between pointer & its

 value; pointer vs reference)  
•  However, the most critical change needed (single assignment)

 not adopted yet; may take 50 years  
•  Failure of imperative languages to utilize multicores will

 eventually push the world towards rules/declarative langs.  
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